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A mysterious amulet leads Fallon to everything she’s ever wanted…and possibly her death.After
a lifetime with no knowledge of her parents, troubled seventeen-year-old Fallon Webb receives a
necklace once belonging to her mother. The amulet leads her on a life-changing journey through
a portal to a foreign land where she encounters unusual creatures, shape-shifters, and
something she’s always longed for—family.In Ariboslia, Fallon learns her mother is alive.
Vampire-like creatures have her, and many others, captive. Most distressing is the prophecy that
devastated her family. Can she trust it? Because if it’s right, Fallon must destroy the vampires’
leader—her uncle—to rescue her mother and free her people from the threat.Unprepared and
afraid, Fallon sets out on the journey, with no skills to assist her quest and no other way home. In
her travels, she learns about the One True God and how desperately she needs Him. Perhaps,
with His help, she’ll find a way to fulfill her destiny and stay alive.Astray is the first book in the
Ariboslia Christian fantasy series. If you enjoy visiting alternate worlds that feature fast-paced
adventure, supernatural creatures, compelling characters, and exciting plot twists, come to
Ariboslia. You’ll love this first installment in J. F. Rogers’ page-turning series.Buy Astray to
discover this exciting new series today!
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hidden in the rickety tree house in the backyard, De’Mere waited, watching. The fort offered all
he needed, privacy and the perfect vantage point. He peered into the upper right-hand window
of the old farmhouse across the lawn. The alarm clock’s glow illuminated Fallon’s room in an
alien-like green. Only her feet at the edge of the bed lay within view. Their stirring told him she
was having a nightmare—again.He slumped against the rough, far wall and peeked at the sky
through wide gaps in the roof. The sun would soon rise. He’d retreat to the wood to rest until it
was time to return. Then his real work would begin.“De’Mere,” a thunderous, yet oddly melodic
voice called.De’Mere bristled as chills coursed down his spine. He jumped to his feet, bumped
his head on the low ceiling, and dropped to his knees to peer out the windows.“De’Mere.” The
voice seemed to float in midair right in front of his face. He fell back, away from the window, and
reached out, groping air with his right hand for something solid, perturbed that his otherwise
keen eyesight failed him at this crucial time. This must be how a blind man might feel, sneaked
up on, spoken to without warning.“Your time has nearly come.” The voice stimulated a fresh
course of chills surging throughout his being. It commanded attention, and for a creature such as
himself, invoked fear. Its very presence filled the confined space. “Do you remember what to
do?”De’Mere continued his search for clues as to its whereabouts. It seemed to be everywhere.
An internal struggle raged between his desperate desire to find the owner of the voice and his
equal need to shy away. He craved a glimpse, if only to determine where to draw near or in which
direction to run.“Do you know what to do?”“Yes,” he answered in a hurried, hushed tone, afraid to
elicit an unwelcome audience, which didn’t appear to concern the disembodied voice. But then,
perhaps it wasn’t audible to anyone but him. “But how do I make sure she’s there?”“Just do your
part. Tonight.”The air no longer squeezed De’Mere like an invisible vise. The unearthly being was
gone. He took a deep breath, savoring his solitude. But the hollow cavity within him widened. If
only he could fill the void.He returned his attention to Fallon’s bedroom. The sheet lay flat. She
must have risen while he’d been distracted. Had she overheard their voices and come outside?
He peered down the hole in the floor. The ladder was bare. Careful to avoid the squeaky planks,
he crossed to the window closest to the house. He dared stick his head out enough to search
the darkness below, hoping it wasn’t a mistake. He’d come too far to risk exposure now.The night



was still. As if all living things had been frightened away. The breeze dared not even rustle a leaf.
He ducked back inside and searched the path to the house. Still nothing. Crickets chirping in the
distance offered the only sign of life.He glanced back at the house. Light filled the bathroom
window. A shadow moved beyond the drawn shade. Releasing the air he’d been holding, he
laughed softly at his paranoia. He was much too far away for a mere human to hear.“Tonight,”
De’Mere whispered, the word lingering in the air.After all these years, the time had come. His
watching and waiting would soon be over. He’d play his part. The trick would be getting Fallon to
play hers.He descended from the tree house by dropping out the trapdoor. After landing with a
soft thud on the unkempt lawn, he ran on all fours for the cover of the tree line.Chapter
One◊◊◊THE SUN’S UNNATURAL GLOW blinded me. Tears coursed down my face as I
struggled to take in my surroundings. With each blink, a woman with long, blonde hair dappled in
gold sparkles grew clearer. She sat motionless on the sand, watching the ocean waves. I
couldn’t see her face, but imagined she awaited her long-lost love from beneath the watery
depths. A breeze swept across the shore, swirling the white dress around her delicate frame as
tresses danced about her face.The wind carried my name, long and silvery sweet, “Fallon…
Faaaaallon.”A shiver ran through me. Was she calling me? Did I know her? A dream. This had to
be a dream.Something about her was familiar. Overcome with an unsettling compulsion to be
near her, I walked in her direction. But the woman remained the same distance away. I paused,
blinking to ensure I wasn’t seeing things, and then quickened my pace. Still, I made no ground. I
ran. Again, no progress. Frustrated, I stopped.The woman slowly turned to face me.Shadows
overtook the landscape as storm clouds choked the sun. Neither of us moved, yet the woman
was closer. The entire scene was now mere feet before me, as if I’d somehow crossed a
considerable distance. In one fluid motion, her hair transformed from blonde to black. As the
serene face mutated, curiosity morphed into disquiet in the pit of my stomach. I gasped. I
recognized deep purple eyes unobscured by thick lenses. The pasty, oblong face minus the
acne. Me—only beautiful. With an eerie lack of emotion, the doppelganger’s face tilted sideways.
My stomach tightened with each passing second that those dead eyes watched me until I nearly
doubled over in pain.Without warning, its mouth widened. Baring sharp, menacing fangs, it
lunged at me.Just before it reached me, my body spasms jerked me awake, as if I’d fallen from
the ceiling onto the bed. Entangled in my sheets, I fought to free myself. As reality set in, my
thudding heart descended to its natural rhythm. I let out a slow, even breath and glanced at the
alarm clock’s glowing digits, squinting to make sense of them—3:56 a.m.Something was off. The
air sizzled, as though an unseen electrical current ran through it. I felt a presence. Within reach,
yet so far away. The more I grasped for what it might be, the more it evaded me. Something
lurked in the shadows. I was certain of it.I put on my glasses and fumbled with the bedside lamp,
knocking it to the floor. I stilled, holding my breath, waiting for whatever remained hidden in the
darkness to jump me.Nothing moved.Rather than drape my feet over the bed and give any
monster lurking there a chance to grab my ankles, I stood and jumped far out of reach. I landed
on the creaky oak floorboards and hurried to the bathroom to flip on the light switch before



something could sneak up behind me in the dark. I shook my head at myself. If Stacy could see
me now, avoiding the boogeyman under my bed, she’d tease me mercilessly.After splashing
cold water on my face, hoping to wash away the dream, I put on my glasses and eyed my
reflection. My face, littered with acne no astringent could clear up, scowled back. My purple
eyes, magnified in the thick frames, glared. If only I were truly as beautiful as in the dream, for
the brief moment before it changed. The fanged creature came to mind. I shuddered, grabbed a
towel, and dried off.I lumbered back to my room and picked up the lamp. The light erased all but
a few shadows, which I took time to investigate personally.I eyed everything with extreme
scrutiny, even the flowery, yellowed wallpaper, peeling in places, certain a chameleonlike
creature could hide itself there. But nothing bulged. I flung back the once beautiful pink bedding
that now looked like something from a hamster cage. Ratty. But the sheet lay flat.Other than the
wear and tear, my room hadn’t changed in ten years. Not since Bumpah died. After that, Fiona
stopped taking care of…well…everything. She threw money at me every once in a while so
Stacy’s mom could take me clothes shopping or to doctor appointments. Other than that, she
never gave me anything, not even on my birthday.My birthday. Today. My seventeenth birthday.
The first day of summer. I flopped on my bed, grateful school was over until fall, but I couldn’t
face another birthday without Bumpah. No, I wouldn’t allow myself to think about it.I glanced at
the book overhanging my bedside table and snatched it up, eager to escape to the world within
its pages. My bookmark fell out, and I grumbled as I found my spot.Reading about other worlds
usually calmed me, but the words refused to sink in. Instead, Bumpah kept popping into my
mind. The hollow within me widened. I needed him to pull me out of my funk. I could almost hear
him joking, comparing my moods to the New England weather. “If you don't like it, wait a minute,”
he’d say. Then he’d sing and dance around like a goof. Inevitably, a smile returned to my face.I
needed Bumpah to calm the storm, to make my birthday special. All I had was Fiona, and she
couldn’t care less. Instead of loving me as her granddaughter, she treated me like an annoying
customer lingering past closing. Or worse.The whirlwind of darkness engulfed me. Tears slipped
down my cheeks. I pulled my knees up and wrapped my arms around myself. My hands ran over
the scars, reminding me I could, once more, deal with the pain. But no, I’d promised Stacy, the
only one who knew my secret and still cared about me, for whatever reason. Perhaps I should try
talking to her God.“God, if you’re really there, I don’t know why you’d listen to me, but Stacy
keeps asking me to, so here goes. God, I don’t know what to do. I’m so angry. All the time. I can’t
help it. My grandmother hates me. I don’t have any family. I’m all al—” My voice cracked and
tears poured. “I don’t want to be this way.” I slammed my fist against the pillow. “Why’d you take
my family away? You never even gave me a chance. Are you even there? Do you even
care?”Nothing. No response. I wiped my eyes and returned to my book with renewed focus,
determined to escape reality. At least I could tell Stacy I’d tried. If her God was real, He must hate
me.****When the sun’s rays streamed into the room, overheating me, I found the book open with
the pages bent under my face. I folded them back in place, checked for drool, and returned it to
my bedside, hoping the librarian wouldn’t notice or care. Then I threw on a crumpled pair of



jeans and a black T-shirt before heading to the kitchen.I paused at the top of the stairs and took
a deep breath. As I stared at the worn treads, I prepped myself for the off chance that I might
come in contact with Fiona. “It’s just another day like any other. Don’t expect anything from her. It
doesn’t matter that it’s your birthday.” No matter what, this year, I would not get my hopes up.I
shuffled downstairs then through the dining room to the kitchen. Fiona’s immense plate
collection in the hutch rattled in my wake.Fiona sat at the kitchen table, eating a late breakfast.
She dropped her head, shaggy gray hair falling around her face as she wiped her eyes, and
shoved a postcard into the pocket of the drab brown sweater she always wore—even in this
summer heat.I almost turned and left, but I needed coffee. Sighing, I plodded to the coffee
maker, eyeing the cracked black-and-white checkered tile as I went. My tangled mass of black
hair dangled in my face, shielding me from view.Fiona slurped her coffee. “Look who decided to
grace us with her presence.”I wanted to ask if “us” included her many personalities. I bit my
tongue. Instead, I grunted something resembling “morning.”I hoped she’d leave it at that. Nothing
good came from conversation with Fiona. The more I allowed the woman to voice her opinion,
the greater the chance I’d run away in tears. She was a guilt-trip ninja, striking when I least
expected.“I have something for you.”A warning thumped in my chest. I continued to stir the
cream and sugar in my coffee, too much of each. I turned to face her. “What is it?”“Oh, for Pete’s
sake, stop gawking and come here, Fallon.”I peered with extreme caution into her outstretched
palm.“Well, take it.” She shook the object clasped in her meaty fingers.Like a game of Operation,
I snatched it and removed my hand as fast as possible as if to avoid the buzzing sound. I then
backed to a more comfortable distance.A necklace. I sucked in my breath. The pendent seemed
ancient. A heavy circle made from some type of gray stone attached to a leather cord. Seven
cone shapes pointed from a circular indent in the center, giving it the shape of a star or a sun.
Strange marks, like hieroglyphics, each unique, etched deep between the points.It had been so
long since I’d received a gift I didn’t know how to respond. “What is it?”“Not quite sure. It
belonged to your mother.”“My mother?” The amulet fell, the cord caught around my finger. I
pulled it to safety and let out a heavy breath. My mother. I couldn’t remember the last time she
was mentioned in this house.Fiona’s steel-blue eyes lost their sharpness for a nanosecond.
“Yes.” Then with a quick shake of her head, adding more volume to her frizzy hair, she stood and
brought her dishes to the sink. “Well, enough of that.”“No.” My mother’s ghost had been
summoned. I couldn’t let it float away.Fiona stuck out her jaw and glared at me with dead,
unblinking eyes. My stomach jumped into my throat. I had ventured into dangerous territory, but I
might never have another chance to find out about my mother. I’d searched this house from top
to bottom for pictures—any insight into my parents—only to be denied. I tried softening my tone.
“I mean…did my mother give this to you?”Fiona dropped her gaze and returned to the sink. “No.
She didn’t.”“Well, who then? You’ve been holding on to it all these years? Why’d you give it to me
now?”Fiona placed her hands on her disproportionately large hips, lowered her head, and
sighed. She remained like that, as though worn out from fighting down whatever humanity
remained entombed within her otherwise heartless carcass.After a few eons, she faced me.



“Fallon, I really didn’t know your mother well. This was given to Nathaniel after her…” She
paused as if searching for the appropriate word. “…disappearance. He was instructed to hold
onto it until your seventeenth birthday then give it to you. He’s not here, so I’m doing
it.”“Someone gave it to Bumpah after my mother…? Who?”“I don’t know. I wasn’t there. He never
said.”“But why? Why give this to me now? What for?”Fiona folded her arms across her chest.
She leaned toward me. Her pear-shaped frame extended as her face scrunched in a scowl,
forcing the peach fuzz to stick out on her upper lip.“I was tempted to throw the stupid thing away.
I’m only doing this for Nathaniel. I promised.”Was she for real? I knew she hated me, but this was
a whole new level of heartlessness. To want to toss the one thing connecting me to my mother…
that was cold. My eyebrow twitched as I tried to think how to respond. I opened my mouth, but
words escaped me. Her unblinking eyes bulged in my direction. Words I’d been dying to say for
years flew from my mouth. “You’re not the only one who lost your family, ya know. I miss Bumpah
too. It’s not fair. I can’t even remember my parents. And I’m…I’m…” I knew what I wanted to say
but couldn’t bring myself to do it.“You’re what?”Her nasty tone loosed my tongue. “I’m stuck with
you!”“Don’t try to bait me. Nathaniel would still be here if it weren’t for you. He was too old to be
chasing after a rambunctious kid. As for my son—let me just say—no parent should outlive her
child. You miss people you never knew. I lost the only people I ever loved. And where’s your
mother? I don’t know. Her casket is empty next to my son’s. Is that fair?” She paused as though I
might actually reply. “For all I know, she killed him.”Fiona’s chest heaved as she gulped for air,
her face red. Blotchy. I stood frozen. Though her words stung, they didn’t send me crying as they
once had. Instead, they fueled my anger. I wanted nothing more than to smack her across the
face. I fought to keep my clenched fists by my side. “What about me? I’m your granddaughter,
remember? You didn’t lose everyone.”Fiona shoved her hands into her pockets. “Oh for Pete’s
sake, I don’t have time for this nonsense. I have more important things to attend to. Not all of us
sleep until noon.” She trudged out of the kitchen, leaving dirty dishes in the sink.Blown off again.
Fiona didn’t have anything to do but send herself postcards from her dead husband, add to her
ridiculous plate collection, and resent being stuck with me.I dropped my cup into the sink,
chipping it, and adding to the pile.Several fantasies flashed across my mind. Most involved
Fiona spinning and falling after a swift blow from a frying pan. Hurtful words I wished I’d said
resonated in my mind. I cursed myself for allowing her to suck me in. I should know better by
now.My mind returned to the amulet. My first tangible connection to my mother. I placed it
around my neck. It fell heavy against my breastbone. Warmth radiated from the spot, comforting
me as if a missing piece of my heart had returned. I held it up to study the markings once more.
As my fingers traced the cone shapes, feeling the rough surface, it sparked, like static electricity
in the dark. I jumped. The necklace slipped from my fingers and thudded against my chest. My
heart skittered. I yanked the stone off and dropped it on the counter.Chapter Two◊◊◊I TILTED
MY HEAD and stared at the amulet. No freaky sparks of electricity. No glowing like something
from a sci-fi movie. I touched the face as though testing a curling iron. It wasn’t hot. Certain it
would do something the moment I blinked, I stared at it until my vision doubled and my eyes



watered. Still nothing. It must’ve been my imagination.Magical or not, I couldn’t wait to show this
to Stacy. I tucked the necklace under my T-shirt, gave it a quick pat, and rushed from the house.
The amulet thumped against my chest as I ran down the path through the woods. When I arrived
at the crossroads, I hesitated. Through the graveyard or the long way, as usual? Impatience
prodded me forward, chafing against my resistance.But the graveyard? Not today. As I walked,
my mind flitted, thoughts chasing each other: Why had my mother left me the necklace? What
would Stacy say? And how could I pry more information from Fiona. I envisioned tying her to a
chair, shining a bright light in her eyes, and forcing answers out of her.The path came to an end
at the road across from Stacy’s house. I crossed the cracked, frost-heaved road to the white
cape with navy-blue shutters. Trimmed bushes and Mrs. Pierce’s pristine flowerbeds framed
their lawn, cut in Mr. Pierce’s professional diagonal pattern. I followed the driveway to the brick
path up the steps to the breezeway.Stacy opened the door. “Hey! Happy Birthday!” Her crooked
smile lit her freckled face.I couldn’t help but smile in return. It took all my self-control not to show
her my amulet. I had to fight the rising laughter, or she’d suspect something. Then I’d be forced
to tell her and spoil the fun.The scent of whatever Mrs. Pierce had baked that morning wafted my
way. Cinnamon, apples, and baked dough. My stomach growled. Mrs. Pierce was the best baker
in the county. No evidence of her goods remained but the smell. The kitchen was tidy, as usual.I
slipped off my shoes, then followed Stacy through the clean yet comfortably lived in kitchen and
living room. My feet transitioned from cold, hard tile to soft wall-to-wall carpeting. Family photos
lined the mantle and filled the walls. I could spend hours lounging in this room, soaking up its
comfort.We continued past to the stairs. Stacy flung open her door and flopped on her bed. I
shut the door behind us and settled into the purple moon chair.“So where’s the family off to?” I
asked.“Matty had soccer practice.” Stacy picked up a magazine and flipped through the pages.
“Where’s Fiona? Off sending herself another post card?” Only Stacy could ask that question
without a trace of sarcasm.“Probably.” Heat flared in my chest at the mention of Fiona’s name. I
exhaled. “You know, it was sweet of Bumpah to send them when he was alive, but the woman
has got to move on. It’s been ten years, for Pete’s sake.” I grimaced. I’d unintentionally used one
of Fiona’s favorite sayings. “Pathetic.”Stacy frowned, gently laid the magazine down, and walked
over to me. She placed the back of her hand on my forehead.“What?” I asked.“You sounded
concerned about Fiona. I just wanted to make sure you don’t have a fever.” She giggled. Her
nose wrinkled, merging her freckles into a blob. Before I had a chance to reply, her eyes dipped
down, zeroing in on the necklace. “What’s that?”“Huh? Oh, this.” How could I have forgotten?
“Fiona handed it to me on her way out the door. She said it was my mother’s…”“Shut up!” Stacy
pushed my shoulder with such force I almost tipped over in the chair. “It was your mother’s? And
Fiona actually gave it to you?” She grabbed the amulet, and I lurched forward before she took
my head off. “Why did you wait for me to notice it, loser?”Before I could say anything, she
gasped. “Check it out. Did you see this?” She shoved it in my face, too close to see. “It’s
glowing.”“What?” I yanked it away and pushed my glasses in place so I could focus. One of the
cone shapes pointing from the center was ablaze.Stacy seized the amulet once more. “It’s like a



compass or something. It changes when you move it.” She held it so I could see. Sure enough,
as she turned the amulet, the cone aiming toward the door illuminated. What in the world?“Let’s
test it out. What if it wants you to go somewhere?”“Stacy, that’s stupid. It’s a stone. How could it
want me to go anywhere?”“Are you kidding me? It’s glowing.” She enunciated the word as
though I was mentally challenged. “Aren’t you the least bit curious? It belonged to your mother.
You know, the one who disappeared mysteriously.” She spoke the last part slowly, again, as if
giving my feeble mind time to process. “And your rotten grandmother, who never gives you the
time of day, suddenly decides to hand it over. Why?”I didn’t know the answer. I shrugged.“Well,
fine then. I’ll test it without you.”I moved back, clutching the amulet. “No, you will not!”“Come on,
Fallon. What do you have to lose? Do you have anything better to do today? Seriously.” After two
seconds of silence, she grabbed my hand and pulled me to my feet. “That’s what I thought.”I
allowed her to drag me in the arrow’s direction and out the bedroom door. Once in the hall, we
stopped to consult the compass again. The arrow pointing toward the stairs lit. We sucked in our
breath in unison and faced each other. Stacy’s eyes bulged, and her mouth hung open in a rare
moment of speechlessness.“See?” Her voice returned, and she danced with excitement. “It does
want us to go somewhere.” She bounced down the stairs like a three-year-old, squealing with
delight.“Normal compasses don’t work that way. They point north. They don’t care about walls.”
Stacy disappeared around the corner, oblivious to my insight. How would it know about the wall?
How would it know to show the direction, literally, step-by-step, like a GPS?By the time I caught
up to Stacy, she was already out of the house. We continued to follow the blazing arrows.“Hey,
Stace. You mind letting me carry my gift.”“Hmmm?” She stopped. “Oh. Sure.” She thrust it into my
hand.The amulet guided us toward my house, then at the fork, steered us to the path leading
into the graveyard. I hesitated.It took Stacy several steps to realize I wasn’t with her anymore.
She stopped, placed her hands on her hips, and tilted her head with dramatic flair. “Oh, c’mon,
Fallon, how old are you now?”“Hey. I actually considered coming this way to your house
today.”“Wow, you actually considered it. You must’ve been in a hurry. Or are you getting to be a
big girl?” Her head dipped from side-to-side as she spoke the words big and girl in the most
annoying, condescending tone she could summon.I raised my hand to her face, waved it back
and forth as though smacking her, and laughed. I deserved her teasing. But this wasn’t the
boogeyman under my bed. I didn’t think we’d be attacked by some strange creature lurking
about graveyards awaiting prey. I wasn’t superstitious either. It was the gravestones, marking the
final resting place of their inhabitants—Bumpah, my parents—reminding me of death. So
inevitable. My short life had been unjustly plagued with it.The wide path may have been a crude
road at one time, though no ruts remained to prove it. Only dirt, roots, rocks, and random
patches of weeds. For the most part, the trees were sparse enough to let light filter through.To
avoid further taunting, I followed Stacy at a crawl. She turned. Her body drooped, and her eyes
rolled as she waited for me to catch up every few feet. I stalled reaching the creepy part where
the path narrowed, but the inevitable occurred. I stopped under the ancient oak trees. Their
jagged branches twisted thick and closed in at their peak as if purposefully blocking out the sun



to make it eerier. The hairs on my arms stood up like meerkats on the lookout for danger.To the
right was the strange rock formation. I couldn’t see it, but I knew its dwelling place. When we
were six, we dubbed it the Black Rock. Not imaginative, but we were kids, and it was a dark
stone in gloomy woods. I later learned it was a megalith. This one consisted of two perpendicular
rocks with another balancing on top, forming a house-like structure—not a natural phenomenon.
Stacy and I had so much fun here. The Black Rock had served as anything from a house, a
castle, or a jail, to a sacrificial altar. Not anymore. Not since Bumpah died.“Come on, Fal.” Stacy
grabbed my shirtsleeve and pulled me into the woods, toward the rocks. The glowing stopped
when we reached the megalith. A dead end. I touched the plain stone arrows, turned it over,
shook it. Nothing. It was as dull as when Fiona handed it to me—plain stone etchings. “It’s
dead.”“What?” Stacy asked. “Let me see it.”When I removed the amulet, Stacy took it with a bit
more force than necessary, mumbling all the while. This time, she shook it, flipped it over, and
shook it again with more vigor before lifting it above her head, waving it back and forth.“What are
you looking for, a signal? This isn’t a cell phone, ya loon.”After a few minutes of attempting
numerous locations, she gave up.“Fine.” Her arm flopped dramatically as she handed it back to
me. “We’ll just have to try it out a—Oh, man!” She smacked herself upside the head and headed
back the way we’d come.“What?” I caught up and tried to read her face. “Is something
wrong?”“Mom’s gonna kill me. She told me not to leave the house before finishing my chores.”“I
take it you didn’t finish.”“No. I—” She watched me as I reached up and placed the amulet back
over my head. Her eyes widened.“Fal, I thought you were going to stop that!” She pointed to the
fresh cut peeking out of my sleeve.Here we go again. What could I say? Stacy didn’t understand.
She couldn’t possibly. She lived in an intact family in a nice home. Photos of happy moments
filled her house and her heart. People cared about her. She would always belong to them no
matter what she did. To her, the world held possibility. To me, it promised more of the ugliness I’d
already experienced and had no control over.I avoided her gaze.She grabbed my shoulders.
“Fallon, you’re my friend. I love you. What can I do to help?”Nobody could help someone like me.
Cutting was the answer I could find. If I was going to be in pain anyway, I might as well feel
something different. And I might as well have some control over it. I dared a quick glance at her
face. Her eyes glistened with tears. I hated myself for putting them there. I cast my gaze
downward.“Come to church with us,” she pleaded for the millionth time.I’d placated her by
attending a couple of times in the past, but I couldn’t handle all the churchgoers. All those eyes,
staring…judging. I shook my head.“I pray for you every day, Fallon.”“I believe it.” And I did. Stacy
prayed for everything from help removing a splinter to ending world hunger.She sighed. “Listen,
I’m serious. You have to stop. I know I promised you I wouldn’t tell my parents. But why should I
keep my promise if you can’t do the same?”“I will, okay?” Perhaps it was just wishful thinking. But
perhaps someday I would.“I’ll believe it when I see it.”We walked the rest of the way in
silence.Stacy’s mother opened the front door. “Stacy Ellen Pierce! I distinctly told you not to
leave this house until your room was picked up. Did you do any of your chores, young
lady?”Stacy rolled her eyes and ran across the lawn.Not missing my cue, I waved and walked



toward my house, leaving Stacy to her chores and her mom. As much as Stacy complained
about her mom, they loved each other. I envied her. It was far better to have parents who pushed
you, who cared enough to bother, than not.I looked down at the amulet. It was ablaze.Chapter
Three◊◊◊MY STOMACH GROWLED, READY for dinner. It had gotten late. Not that it mattered.
Other than food, I had nothing to rush back for. Why had I taken off? If I’d come into the house
with Stacy, the Pierces might’ve invited me to supper. They often did, particularly in the summer
when school was out. Then again, Mrs. Pierce was pretty mad. She scared me when she got
angry. If only Stacy hadn’t been such a slacker.A wall of gray clouds tumbled in, darkening the
sky. It seemed fitting, like the storm within me. How I dreaded going home, eating whatever I
could scavenge because Fiona wouldn’t bother preparing a meal for me anymore. She’d had
enough of that when I turned ten. One of these days, I’m liable to turn into a ramen noodle, I eat
so many.Something landed on my head. I thrust out my hand. More drops plopped on my arm. A
rumble sounded in the distance.“Man!” I picked up my pace. Judging by the oncoming storm’s
speed, I’d never outrun it. My house was still at least fifteen minutes away.The clouds let loose,
as if God had tightened His fist around them and squeezed.I ran as fast as I could. The gray sky
grew darker still. The fork in the path loomed ahead. Could this possibly get any worse? Dare I
go by the graveyard, the fastest way back, my best chance to avoid being hit by lightning? I
hesitated for a moment, and then dashed down the path.My glasses, fogging up and covered
with water, rendered visibility almost nonexistent. The windswept rain pummeled me, hindering
my progress. My T-shirt and jeans clung to my body, chilling me to the core. The insoles of my
waterlogged tennis shoes oozed with each squishy step. I might as well have run through a
pond.The path narrowed, branches rattled, swaying every which way in the crosswinds as if
writhing in agony. I neared the creepy part and slowed my pace. My drenched clothing weighed
me down. Between my rain-covered glasses and the near-black sky, I practically needed a white
cane.Lightning illuminated the path.My heart skipped a beat. I recovered and hastened to count.
“One one-thousand…two one-thou—”Rumbling thunder interrupted. Less than two miles away.
Too close.I longed for my house where I could enjoy the storm from my bedroom window, safe.
There was something calming about sitting in a dry house while rains pounded and lightning
struck. But out in nature? No thanks. If only I could teleport…or fly.A bolt of lightning shot down.
The jagged streak shook the ground. Thunder crashed almost simultaneously. I jumped. My
heart leaped into my throat. Smoke filled my nose, and I charged like a spooked horse.Lightning
struck again. A dog stood in my way. My feet stopped before my upper half. Arms wind-milling, I
caught myself from falling. Another flash of light showed the animal— closer. I strained to make it
out. Whatever it was, its unmistakable menacing posture sent shivers up my spine. Raised
hackles made it appear as large as a pony. White, razor-like teeth shone in the passing light
leaving a lingering afterimage.I fled off the path, heart pounding in my ears. Spindly branches
blocked my way. I raised my arms to protect my face. In a small clearing, I dared glance back to
find the thing a few feet back. I faced forward and saw the branch too late. My face slammed into
it. Before I could register any pain, I was on my back. My head smacked against the unforgiving



ground.Above me, lit by another flash, loomed a featureless pale face with yellow eyes. Then
darkness.Chapter Four◊◊◊THE BRIGHT SUN BURNED my eyes when I tried to open them,
making them water. My skull felt like I’d been hit over the head with a blunt object. I groaned.
Where was I? What was I doing outside?My right arm, stuck to the moist earth, itched. I picked it
up to scratch the pockmarked skin, wiping away bits of dirt. I touched the back of my head
probing a baseball-sized lump and splayed hair as if I’d been dragged along the ground. My
muscles ached from sleeping on the earth. Damp clothing compounded my discomfort. My shirt
bunched up in the back with leaves clinging to my shoulders. Further evidence of having been
dragged. I sat up, peeling my wet backside from the goopy surface. Whoever it was, were they
still here?A chill swept over me as I wiped my eyes with one hand and picked up my glasses off
the ground with the other. One lens was broken in the twisted frame. My finger pushed through
the hole where the other lens should be.“Well that’s just great.” I threw them down, glaring as
they skittered away. Though they were farther away, they hadn’t grown blurry. My jaw dropped.
Could I—Could I see?I scanned the horizon, which presented itself quite clearly. A field devoid of
any ominous creatures—that I could see anyway. I sat in the only dirt patch in the middle of a
large field surrounded by forest. Each individual blade of grass in the field glistened from the
passing rain. Without glasses, even from afar, I discerned each leaf on every tree surrounding
the field. Flowers, scattered about the greenery, popped out in colors I couldn’t describe. And the
blue sky, littered with wispy white cirrus clouds, looked unreal. Like viewing high definition
television when you’re used to an old picture tube.What happened? I’ve needed glasses since
kindergarten.A cool breeze, carrying unusual chirps and tweets, caressed my exposed skin. The
unfamiliar birds twittered in harmony as they flitted from branch to branch.I didn’t wear a watch.
And I had no idea which way was east or west to guess the time from the sun’s position. It felt
like morning. Had I lain out here all night, unconscious? Had someone dragged me here?Black
rock stood to the right of me. I’d recognize the structure anywhere. It was the same megalith as
in the woods. But how could it now be here, in the middle of an open field?Memories of the day
before flooded back. The rain. The snarling dog. Hitting my head and passing out. That
explained my headache.The face. An odd, pale face shone in the flash of lightning before I
passed out. And those eyes—glowing yellow. Had that thing moved me? I shuddered and
glanced about once more.This was all wrong. I shouldn’t be able to see anything, never mind
these unusual colors and strange birds. And the megalith should be in the woods off the path to
the graveyard, not in an open field. This must be a dream. I rubbed my eyes and refocused.
Nothing changed. I didn’t need to pinch myself—everything hurt.
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Rachael, “Portal fantasy for the ya fantasy fan. Astray is a great introduction to the world of
Ariboslia where a teenage girl named Fallon finds herself transported when chased by a
wolf...who might not be a wolf after all.Astray has the subtle feel of an allegory for the Christian
life, and it is wrapped so well in the imaginative fantasy created by talented author J. F. Rogers.
Fallon is practically alone in the world after the tragic deaths of her parents, and later her
precious grandpa. She is left to live with her bitter grandmother. On her 17th birthday she
receives one gift, but it's not anything she ever expected: a necklace that belonged to her
mother.Walking home from her best friend's house through a graveyard in a storm she is chased
by the wolf and, by design, falls through a portal to another world where her entire life is turned
upside down in all the best and worst ways. Fallon can embrace the new path set before her, but
her ability to make a difference and save lives all rests upon her willingness to trust.A story of
faith, hope, and forgiveness, I recommend Astray to anyone teen and older who enjoys Christian
fiction, adventure, shape-shifters, vampire stories, and a touch of sweet romance.One caution -
there is the difficult issue of self-harm in the way of cutting that is lightly touched upon.”

Angela Grimes, “A great story with a Christian theme and Celtic elements. This is a great story
for teens. Fallon is a character with relatable flaws who goes through a major worldview shift. I
appreciate finding a series that pays more than lip service to the "Christian" in Christian fantasy.
This is the only one I have come across that mentions total depravity of the human nature and
unabashedly embraces our need for a savior. Jesus is not named outright, but when he shows
up it's pretty obvious who he is. I chuckled at all the pop culture references, too. My only real
complaints are 1) some of the characters are too good to be true and 2) the narrative felt a bit
rushed and kind of choppy toward the end, for lack of better words. Things seemed to be
resolving too quickly. Regardless, I look forward to seeing what happens in the next book.”

Guy L. Pace, “Well written and edited. The author, J F Rogers, warned me that she wrote this
book for young teen females. I still dove in. First off, it is well written and well edited. I only found
a couple of spots where a word was out of sequence, missing, or misplaced.I like good, well
designed fantasy, and I have to say that this is pretty well designed. Rogers does a creditable job
of world building and character development. The story and character arcs are strong, with at
least one stumble.The main character, Fallon, struggles with life and faith, due to being raised by
a paternal grandmother who blames her for the loss of her son and husband. She ultimately gets
dragged across a gateway into a parallel world—Ariboslia. This is a common trope, but seems to
work well for Rogers and she does develop things from here well.Fallon is presented, throughout
her journey and experiences in Ariboslia with opportunities to learn about God and understand
faith. The one stumble I find here is that Fallon resists too well, for too long. Thus the eventual
conversion is sudden and complete—and hard to accept.Aside from this, Rogers weaves a



great story with the dynamics of romance, friendship, and family weaving throughout.I enjoyed
the read, with the one concern. I’m also interested in continuing the series as it comes out. Yeah,
it’s written for young teen females and the clues are evident. But, I think it resonates beyond that.”

JanSpau, “Powerful story of Letting God Lead. The characters and places are delightful and very
imaginative. The plot carries well over the whole book. I highly recommend this book. It has great
characters, great story, interesting twists, and best of all, a clear Christian perspective.This book
is not just and Christian sci-fi fantasy, Rogers shows you a non believer learning to turn from
herself to God. Then explores the budding relationship with God in a way that is true and real. It
reminded me of my first acceptance of Christ in my heart but the book goes on to show how you
keep that bond by constantly relying on that God who is bigger than you”

Joann Carter, “Fantasy that embraces a Christian World View. What I loved most about this book
is that the main character was flawed, but she grew into an understanding that she is loved -- by
the one who created her, the one that knew her weaknesses and troubles. Second to that, it
was a fun plot that brought in characters you don't usually see in mainstream christian fiction, yet
so tastefully done that I wouldn't hesitate to give it to a younger reader who may not typically pick
up a christian YA story. Thirdly, this story reminded me the importance of choosing your friends
wisely. The main character's best friend always believed in her, encouraged her, and wanted the
best for her. That's a huge gift, especially when you're going through those rough teenage years!”

Yvonne Anderson, “Recommended for any reader who likes a clean fantasy and nuggets for
thought.. This is the author’s debut novel, and she’s off to a good start. The story is well laid out
with a plot that never drags. The protagonist is a flawed teen we can all relate to. Though the
imaginary world in which it takes place is peopled by an array of shape-shifters, vampires,
giants, and pygmy-sized folk, it’s all natural (as opposed to supernatural), consistent and
believable. And the author keeps the story moving forward without resorting to over-the-top
action.The best part is the way nourishing morsels of scriptural truth are scattered throughout
the story in a manner that never seems forced or contrived.Most writers improve with practice.
As solid as this first book is, I truly look forward to more by this author.Astray is a Young Adult
novel that provides fun for all ages. I’d recommend it to any reader who likes a clean fantasy that
offers nuggets for thought.”

bwichkan, “Well written tale!. After a lifetime with no knowledge of her parents, troubled
seventeen-year-old Fallon Webb receives a necklace once belonging to her mother. The amulet
leads her on a life-changing journey to a foreign land where she encounters unusual creatures,
shape-shifters, and something she’s always longed for—family.In Ariboslia, she learns her
mother is alive. Vampire-like creatures have her, and many others, captive. Most distressing is
the prophecy that devastated her family. Can she trust it? Because if it’s right, Fallon must



destroy the vampires’ leader—her uncle—to rescue her mother and free her people from the
threat.Unprepared and afraid, Fallon sets out on the journey, with no skills to assist her quest
and no other way home. In her travels, she learns about the One True God and how desperately
she needs Him. Perhaps, with His help, she’ll find the way to fulfill her destiny.This is the author’s
debut novel, and she’s off to a good start. The story is well laid out with a plot that never
dragsThis was such a different take on good VS evil than I expected so bravo for that.I really
liked this book! The characters are interesting and realistic, the plot kept my attention and even
surprised me in parts, and the book was well-written and enjoyable to read. I highly recommend
all fantasy and paranormal lovers pick this book up and give it a go and I am sure you will love it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good read. One of those books, where you need to finish the chapter.
Then maybe a couple more pages and you find yourself back at needing to finish the chapter.
Easy to know and like the characters as the story mores along at what feels like the right pace.
Will read more of this author”

Angel Cross, “A Story Of Faith, Trust and Forgiveness. What a wonderful story with great world
building and imagination. The characters come to life and the journey is incredible. It shows how
faith and trust can transcend even the most terrifying situations. It's not just a belief...it's a
Knowing ”

Sashi, “Brave beginnings. A brilliant debut novel. A brave coming of age story, with adventure,
and all the feels. Despite the fact she is only 17,there is something about Fallon that draws you
in, that makes you care about what happens to her. The author has the gift of description that
makes Ariboslia come alive and makes you want to seek out megalith!. This first book resolves
some things but leaves plenty  to look forward to in the following books.”

The book by J F Rogers has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 97 people have provided feedback.
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